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Abstract:  Cinema is from the French cinématographe which comes in part from the Greek kinema, 

meaning movement. So, cinema is just another word meaning moving picture. It also has come to mean 

more generally the process of film making and the spaces where films are shown.  Film, or motion 

pictures, are a collection of images taken or depicted to be taken in the case of animation, fractions of a 

second a part. 

    Cinema can be wonderful entertainment. As a release from reality, it can temporarily place us in a new 

world, help us empathize with a new demographic, or amaze us with technology and wonder.  The 

crafting of a film is a multi-disciplinary and time-consuming endeavor with construction and collaboration 

that can mirror a built project.   

     For this exercise, you will be marrying your new understanding of digital media (Photoshop, InDesign, 

Illustrator) and diagramming, with *film stills from a movie of your choice (hopefully one of your favorites) 

to craft unique color palettes and diagrams. 

 

*Film stills can be screen shots from online streaming sources, or images found on the internet. 

 
 

Learning Objectives: Objectives: 
    - To demonstrate the understanding of composition and color theory through            

      the lens of film, 

    - To develop breadth and depth of the design process through iterative    

       exploration, ultimately leading to the refinement of well-crafted deliverables. 

    - To strengthen craft as well as the understanding of digital media. 

 

In my experience as an emerging educator, I have found that a strong level of 

exploration, iteration, and "risk-taking" comes from projects that have a highly 

personalized quality. 
 
 



Criteria:  While all means of analog or digital communication are encouraged, especially 

for ideation, the final deliverable is to be crafted using Adobe Illustrator and 

InDesign (for layout). A successful workflow should be one of the final outcomes 

of the creative exercise. 
 
Process: Students address possible vulnerabilities in their early design career while 

conceptually personalizing an envisioned world, all while balancing the art of 

communication through new learned digital media. Students learn the value of 

iteration, composition, color theory, and workflow that can be applied to more 

traditional space-related interior design projects. 
 
Presentation Method: Final iteration to be printed on high-quality paper, in color, and presented in   

                                              a tile format.  The final deliverable for each study is to be set at an 11” x 17”    

                                              size for inclusion in a first-year design portfolio. 

 
Evaluation: Quality of investigation, iteration and ideation, narration, and overall effort 

applied towards understanding and implementing newly taught digital 

technology aimed at further advancing their skill set eventually implemented in 

more advanced interior design-based projects. 
 
Credits: N/A 
 
References: Precedent analysis exercise investigating existing movie and, or TV stills, across 

decades, for discussion on space (foreground, middle ground, background), 

visual technique and execution, composition, color theory, pattern, and narrative. 
 
Documentation: Attached 
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The Diagrammatic Language of Film
Cinema is from the French cinématographe which comes in part from the greek kinema, meaning movement. So cinema is just 
another word meaning moving picture. It also has come to mean more generally the process of film-making and also the  
building where films are shown.  Film, or motion pictures, are a collection of images taken or depicted to be taken in the case of 
animation, fractions of a second a part. 
 
Cinema can be wonderful entertainment. As a release from reality, it can temporarily place us in a new world,  help us empathize 
with a new demographic, or amaze us with technology and wonder.  The crafting of a film is a multi-disciplinary and time  
consuming endeavor with construction that parallels a built project.   
For this exercise, you will be marrying your new understanding of digital media (Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator) and  
diagramming, with *film stills from a movie of your choice (hopefully one of your favorites) to craft unique color palettes and  
diagrams.   

You are to select eight (8) movie/tv/music video stills (same film, or eight different, etc.)...any eight that possess a dynamic spatial 
quality and rich color approach, to create an individual color palette and an informational diagram for each.

*Film stills can be screen shots from online streaming sources

Objectives:
- To demonstrate the understanding of composition and color theory through the lens of film,
- To develop breadth and depth of the design process through iterative exploration, ultimately leading to the refinement of 
   well-crafted deliverables.
- To strengthen craft as well as the understanding of digital media.
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